Questions & Answers
handyDART as a wholly owned TransLink subsidiary

T

he Coalition of HandyDART Users (CHU) is a group of riders like you.
We’ve been working on behalf of handyDART users to find ways to
improve service. We have made a proposal to TransLink to put all
handyDART services in the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD)
under one roof–as a wholly owned TransLink subsidiary (a sub-company
within TransLink). Then handyDART would be run like the Coast Mountain
Bus Company or West Coast Express.
This sheet answers some questions riders may have about this plan.
Question: Why does CHU think it’s a good idea to make handyDART a
TransLink subsidiary?
Answer: CHU members are people with disabilities and seniors who have used and
studied handyDART service for many years. We think most of the problems with
handyDART service are because of: multiple service providers across the GVRD, poor
coordination and inadequate funding. With all services under one roof, TransLink will be
able to better coordinate handyDART and save money to put toward more rides for
everyone.
Question: So, TransLink would run all the handyDARTs?
Answer: Yes. One company under the TransLink umbrella would coordinate all the
services now provided by seven handyDART providers in the GVRD: Vancouver,
Burnaby/New Westminster, Richmond, Surrey, Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows, North Shore
and Langley/White Rock.
Question: How would service be different?
Answer: We hope it will be much better! There will be one central dispatch system for
the whole GVRD region. Travel across the GVRD will be a lot easier with service hours
and booking rules all the same. Because there is better coordination, more rides will be
freed up for non-priority trips.
Question: I’ve had the same driver for years and she really knows what
I need. Will she still be my driver?
Answer: CHU believes that all current employees and contracts should be moved over
into a new subsidiary. There shouldn’t be any reason for your driver to change.
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Question: What do drivers think of this plan?
Answer: For years, drivers’ organizations have wanted to see one company running
custom transit in the GVRD. Two handyDART unions, ATU and CAW support this plan.
Question: What does TransLink think of this plan?
Answer: CHU members have attended two workshops held by TransLink over the last
year. We believe TransLink is ready to look at new ways to make handyDART work
better. Our idea–of one handyDART provider instead of seven–was one of the options
discussed at a November 2005 workshop. There is no commitment from TransLink on
this idea, but we are continuing to work with them and will attend another workshop in
Spring 2006.
Questions: This is an important issue for me. Is there some way I can
be on a mailing list about this?
Answer: Yes. See CHU’s contact information below and we’ll be glad to put you on our
mailing list for updates or to receive a copy of our report, Engaging the Future: Making

handyDART a TransLink Subsidiary.

For more information
If you want to know more about CHU or want to receive a copy of our report,
Engaging the Future: Making handyDART a TransLink Subsidiary please contact us:
Coalition of HandyDART Users
c/o BC Coalition of People with Disabilities
Margaret Birrell: 604-875-0188
Jane Dyson: 604-872-1278 or jwd@bccpd.bc.ca.
You can also get the report from the BCCPD website at
http://www. bccpd.bc.ca/s CurrentCampaigns.asp.

